WELCOME to the world of HANSPERI THE HAMSTER
A stop motion puppet animation series 13 x á 7mins / comedy / no dialogue

The series is about three little siblings, who
have high expectations for the very first pet,
Hansperi the Hamster. But the siblings’ and
Hansperi’s plans don’t always match…

REFERENCE FILMS

IN DEVELOPMENT

The production company
based in Finland
www.pystymetsa.fi

SINGLE FILMS – SERIES - MEMES - GIFS – PHOTOS –
BOOKS - YOU TUBE CHANNEL - TOYS

Where’s my mobile phone?
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They say, I have
to develope!

PARTICIPANT of the following programmes:
- CineKid SCRIPT LAB in Oct 2021 in Cinekid,
Amsterdam & Feb 2022 Berlinale, selected by the
Finnish Film Foundation
https://cinekid.nl/nl/professionals/news-profs/326
- HITTO DESU export programme of the Finnish
creative industries for the Japanese markets, Jan-Oct
2021, production was presented on Oct 1st 2021 to
the Japanese buyers, among them NHK
https://mailchi.mp/cf82f58db2b1/agma-invites-you-toembassy-of-finland-for-creative-finland-event

-

M:BRANE – the co-financing forum for kids
content, Malmö, Sweden, March 2021
https://mbrane.se/about_mbrane/what-is-mbrane/
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DIRECTOR’S WORDS - MARIKO HÄRKÖNEN
My needle felted hamster called Hansperi is starring to star in a single puppet animation series.
Me and my producer Outi presented the character and the stories at the M:Brane Forum in March
2021. We were so pleased how well the idea was received.
The idea was described as lovely, funny and crazy. We heard that the concept had a huge potential
because there was a demand for non-verbal, funny content that has ethical values without being too
educational.
The world in series is mainly seen and heard from an animal’s point of view. A near-sighted hamster
waddling on the floor sees things in his own way and hears the girls’ speech as gibberish. The same
style of characters’ speech is used in Shaun the Sheep movies, for example.
In the stories everyday life turns into fantasy and the atmosphere becomes strange when the hamster
moves from the modern children’s room into the dollhouse that has an air of a bygone era. In addition
to humour, the film includes elements of horror when the hamster with glowing eyes scurries around
the dollhouse in film noir lighting.
Our character has no problem to create problems which leads to more and more new stories. We are
happy to write internationally appealing timeless stories and strong characters.
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MAIN CHARACTERS:
THE THREE SIBLINGS
JASMIN (10)
- serious, responsible
and bossy girl
IRIS (8)
- outgoing girl, enjoys
being in the spotlight,
has own YouTube
channel
LEO (5)
- little brother is eager
to do the same things
as his big sisters
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CHARACTER:
HANSPERI THE HAMSTER

The siblings have many ambitious projects
for their hamster. For example, they want
it to be a social media star and an agility
champion.
Hansperi isn’t ambitious nor obedient.
Instead, it’s a greedy hamster who’s
mission is to find as much treats as it can.

It causes mayhem as it resiliently
looks for treats.
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THEMES
The series is a gentle take on an
animal’s right to simply be an animal
without having to comply to a human’s
every whim. The stories are also about
the importance of teamwork and
flexibility.
THE HUMOUR
Absurd humour is born as the siblings’
high expectations clash with the cruel
reality. A cute but uncontrollable
hamster is really the gremlin of the
stories. It is both amusing and chaotic
at the same time.

STYLE AND STORYTELLING
POINT OF VIEW
The world is mainly seen and heard from an animal’s point of
view. A near-sighted hamster waddling on the floor sees things
in his own way and hears the siblings’ speech as gibberish. The
same style of characters’ speech is used in Shaun the Sheep movies, for example.

REALISM vs FANTASY
In the stories, everyday life turns into fantasy and the
atmosphere becomes strange, seen and heard from hamster’s
point of view, like in the episode when HANSPERI moves
from the modern children’s room into an Edwardian-style
dollhouse.

NO DIALOGUE
The series utilizes a nonsense language that everyone
understands. As in silent movies, the narration lies mostly on
in the story, non-verbal expression and sound work. Music is
used sparingly.

Using great humor, HANSPERI stories are easy to follow. Hansperi is a
primus motor and creating scenes, and stories follows the siblings, how
they cope with each other, do cooperation and learn to be flexible.
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HUMOUR & SUSPENSE
In addition to humour, the
stories have elements of
slightly horror – but not too
scary - when the hamster
with glowing eyes scurries
around in film noir lighting.
Here are draft pictures of
those scenes.

THE TWO WOMEN ON LEAD
WRITER & DIRECTOR MARIKO HÄRKÖNEN
International Movie Database

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
OUTI ROUSU
International Movie Database
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the writer & director
MARIKO
HÄRKÖNEN
Mariko’s previous international
stop motion puppet animation
series, entitled ”TURILAS &
JÄÄRÄ”, was created together
with the artist Ismo Virtanen.
This comedy series was
successfully distributed
worldwide in cinemas & on tv.
The series presents the two
bugs and their world in nature.
Series titles: Nico&Patou
(French)
Ture&Jerry (Swedish)
Tootlebus&Jyro (English)

LINK to the French website:
http://www.septiemefactory.co
m/nico-et-patou-2/
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MORE EPISODE IDEAS

HANSPERI takes children’s games
into surprising directions…
Jasmin and Iris have a crush on the
orgulous Otto who lives next
door. To impress Otto, the girls
build a car racetrack and invite
Otto for a car race. The girls
wouldn’t want their little brother
Leo to disturb the older children’s
car race, but Leo insists to
participate. And HANSPERI too…

HANSPERI BREAKS EVERYTHING
Everything is set for the dolls’ festive dinner in the
Edwardian dollhouse when the children notice that
Hansperi has disappeared.
Hansperi is found in the dining room of the
dollhouse, trying to nibble a banana candy. The
horrified children try to get the candy from Hansperi,
but they can’t reach him through the tiny windows.
While escaping from the children, Hansperi causes
total mayhem in the dollhouse causing it to collapse.
When the children recover from their loss, they
come up with a game that suits Hansperi: they build a
miniature city where Hansperi can play Godzilla
tearing down tiny houses and collecting banana pieces
from them.

HANSPERI GETS MARRIED
…but who will Hansperi marry?
Inspired by a princess book, the
siblings Jasmin and Iris decide to
organize a wedding for their prince
and princess dolls.
Meanwhile Leo starts organizing a
wedding for Hansperi, but Leo can’t
decide should Hansperi be the
groom or the bride.
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HANSPERI AT THE GREAT PET SHOW
The children see an advertisement of a rodent
show and decide to invite their friends and
organize a pet show in their room. Jasmin wants
Hansperi to win all the prizes, so she makes her
little siblings brush and pamper Hansperi
thoroughly.
Jasmin wants to impress Otto from next door and
makes him the honourable judge.
After evaluation Hansperi is in the finals with the
guinea pig of an annoying girl from upstairs. Jasmin
lets her pride go to her head, until Hansperi bites
Otto’s finger. Otto says that Hansperi is too fat and
of the wrong colour. Hansperi gets zero points, and
the siblings are extremely upset.

However, in the end the siblings make Hansperi a
rosette and decide that Hansperi is perfect just as
he is.

… and some more ideas
HANSPERI’S SHADOW PLAY

Sisters Jasmin and Iris amuse themselves by telling a creepy ghost story to their little brother Leo as
a bedtime story. Too terrified to go to sleep, Leo takes Hansperi out of the cage to keep him
company for a while. However, Leo falls asleep immediately and Hansperi starts wandering around
the children’s room in search for food. After filling his cheeks with nuts, Hansperi’s head gets stuck in
a jar. Now it is the sisters’ turn to get scared when they wake up to strange noises and see the
shadow of a terrifying figure in the moonlight.

HANSPERI MAKES A JIGSAW PUZZLE

Leo wants his sisters to help him with a difficult jigsaw puzzle, but Jasmin and Iris are too busy doing
their schoolwork, so Leo decides to play with Hansperi instead. What this may cause?
When Hansperi notices Jasmin’s homework lying on the floor, he snatches the paper and stuffs it in
his cheeks. The terrified children try to pull the paper out of Hansperi’s mouth, but he flees into his
cage and starts chewing the homework into smaller bits. When Hansperi starts lining his den with
the little pieces of paper, the children get the opportunity to take back the homework. Now that
Jasmin’s math homework has become a jigsaw puzzle, Leo is finally accompanied in his jigsaw hobby.

THANK YOU

Contact: producer OUTI ROUSU – outi@pystymetsa.fi – mobile +358 405412922
www.pystymetsa.fi - www.pystymetsafilms.com
Photos by Tero Makkonen, based on Mariko’s book Illustrations by Ismo Virtanen
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